Transitioning Together Research (TT)

✵ Goal: To address gap in research surrounding
support for teenagers with ASD who are
transitioning out of high school and their parents
✵ Joining Session; 8 weekly education and support
group sessions for parents; 8 weekly social skill
groups for teens with ASD
✵ Research on the impact of parental stress and wellbeing, family empowerment and expressed
emotion, and adolescent behavior and community
involvement on adolescent transition outcomes

“Transitioning Together”
Translational Research:
From Research To Practice

Objectives for TT Effectiveness Study

✵ To document the processes and challenges
required to implement TT as a clinical intervention
✵ To determine if positive outcomes for youth and
parent participants are replicated when the TT
program is implemented in clinical practice
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✵Challenging aspects
o Intervention proposal clinical review and approval
• Addressed billing codes, confidentiality, etc.

o Process of obtaining prior authorization for
treatment services
o Development of new clinic procedures
✵Easier aspects
o Identifying/training lead clinician, other group
leaders
o Scheduling sessions, identifying available clinic
space
o Recruiting interested families

Lessons Learned

✵ Multiple barriers to implementing research
intervention in a clinical setting
✵ Translating research program to a clinical setting
can take more time than anticipated
✵ Some research measures have to be adapted or
removed for a clinical setting

Translational Research Background

✵ Goal of translational research: to study processes
that will lead to effective clinical intervention
(Lerman, 2003)
✵ Large disparity between evidence for efficacy vs.
effectiveness. (Glasgow et al., 2003)
o Efficacy: the capacity of an intervention to
produce an effect under ideal/controlled
conditions (in research)
o Effectiveness: the capacity of an intervention
to produce an effect in a clinical setting
✵ Trend in increased funding for translational
research in ASD since 2005 (Singh et al., 2009)
✵ 3 levels of implementation from research to clinic
(Clarke, 1995):
o Rigorous therapist training with structured
program manual with minimal protocol
deviation*
o Similar therapist training, structured manual,
minor/moderate deviation
o General therapist training, same theoretical
approach, but not structured.
*TT is being implemented in the clinic at this level

TT Implementation in the Clinic

Next Steps

✵ Incorporate additional interdisciplinary sub-project
✵ Finalize IRB approval and research protocol
✵ Evaluate effectiveness of Transitioning Together
in clinic
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